Clear Lake Classical School Supply List
7th to 10th Grade Class
For All Students it is recommended but not required that they have a portable Chromebook or laptop
for word processing, reading from primary source documents, and research. They will be using
Microsoft Word and Google Docs. We currently have only four computers in the classroom for twenty
students to share.
For Math Students taking Algebra 1 or Geometry it is required for each family to have one TI84
calculator. If you can afford it, each child will use it daily and could benefit from having their own, but we do have three
calculators students can share in class.
For Daily Work (These do not have to be new if previous year’s supply are in good condition.)
• Every incoming seventh grader or new student needs to have blank journal for their Commonplace
Quotations Book. This will be used every year from grade 7-12; therefore, it would be a wise
investment to purchase a beautiful leather version or another kind of high quality. However, any
journal of your choosing is acceptable.
* Water bottle
* Several packages of favorite chewing gum for math
* 2 boxes of tissues
* 1 hand sanitizer pump
* Pencils - mechanical or Ticonderoga #2
* Pencil top erasers
* Pens- black and/or blue (Please make certain the pens you buy fit your students hand and flow easily in order for them to
have their best handwriting. Rolling ball pens such as Papermate Ink Joy that have a slightly larger barrel are best for this
purpose rather than cheaper Bic pens for example.)
* Whiteout
* 4 white board markers- large/ black
* 4 white board markers ultra fine – one pack black
* Scissors
* Post it notes - for bookmarks and notes
* 1 1/2” white three ring binder
* 4” white three ring binder
* Mead college-ruled notebook paper - 200 sheets
* Graph paper for math class
* Plastic page protectors - 25 count
* Dividers for 3 ring binder - 20 count
* 4 plastic pocket folders with prongs - one each red, yellow, blue, and green
* Pencil case
* School caddy (to carry books and supplies as they switch rooms for classes)
* Hydrogen Peroxide Wipes
For PE
* Good athletic shoes
* CLC shirt purchased from the school office ($15)
* Athletic shorts and/or pants -navy, gray, or black (Shorts must be knee length.)
8th through 10th Graders Only - For Omnibus Class
* Mug for hot/cold drinks
* Individual drink mix packages - For example: hot cocoa, cider, tea, coffee, lemonade etc. (Please
make sure they re-supply this each quarter.)

